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Research & Development Tax Incentive (RDTI)

RDTI transition support for former
Growth Grant recipients
RDTI transition support has been introduced to support former Growth Grant recipients in the form
of a payment to supplement your RDTI claim entitlement. For businesses that need it, this will bring
the total amount of R&D support to a similar level as the Growth Grant.
This RDTI transition support payment is designed to support former Growth Grant recipients as the
RDTI continues to be further refined to support more R&D-performing businesses.
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Introduction
The Growth Grant has been phased out and replaced with the R&D Tax Incentive (RDTI). Different
criteria are used to determine R&D eligibility under the RDTI, and some activities that previously
qualified for the Growth Grant may not qualify as eligible R&D under the RDTI. Customer feedback
shows this has created uncertainty among some businesses around the level of support they might
receive, and this has made the transition to the RDTI from Growth Grants more challenging.

RDTI transition support payment
The Government has recognised this, and additional support will be provided to former Growth
Grant recipients to help you transition to the RDTI. You will be entitled to a transition support
payment to supplement your RDTI entitlement. The RDTI transition support payment is intended
to bring the level of support you receive up to the level of support you had been receiving under
the Growth Grant scheme, assuming you have maintained the same level of R&D.
To be eligible for the RDTI transition support, your business will need to enrol and complete an
RDTI application. Recent updates have been made to the guidance about what qualifies as eligible
R&D for the purposes of claiming the RDTI. Importantly, the interpretation of what constitutes a
core R&D activity has been broadened. Although the eligibility of any particular R&D varies from
case to case, this change should generally mean that more development-type activity, such as
product development or software R&D, is eligible for the RDTI. The guidance can be found on the
RDTI Hub (www.rdti.govt.nz).

WHO IS ELIGIBLE FOR THE RDTI TRANSITION SUPPORT
PAYMENT?
The transition support payment is available only to former Growth Grant recipients that have
completed an RDTI application. It is available for RDTI applications made for the 2021/22 income
year. If you are a former Growth Grant recipient that moved to the RDTI during the 2019/20 and/
or 2020/21 income years, you may be able to claim the transition support payment for those years
also.
All former Growth Grant recipients who may be eligible for the RDTI transition support payment
have already been sent email notifications. Your Callaghan Innovation relationship manager will
also be calling you directly with further information. The timing of this call will be when we expect
your business needs to start preparing your RDTI application, based on your income year.

HOW WILL THE ENTITLEMENT AMOUNT BE CALCULATED?
The maximum that your business will be entitled to under the transition support payment will be
the lower of:
t he average of your Growth Grant payments in the last 3 years before you first applied for
the RDTI; or
t he amount you would have been entitled to in the 2021/22 year under the Growth Grant
scheme.
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You will need to keep records to show that your R&D expenditure in the 2021/22 year was at
least as great as the average of your R&D expenditure over the last 3 years under the Growth
Grant scheme. If your R&D expenditure was lower in 2021/22 you can claim the transition support
payment for that lower amount.
This calculation determines the maximum level of the transition support payment to which your
business will be entitled. The amount that you receive under your RDTI claim will be offset against
this amount to determine the size of your payment. It is possible that none of your R&D expenditure
will fit the RDTI eligibility criteria. In this case, the amount you will be entitled to receive is the
maximum amount.
Note: Callaghan Innovation is currently working with MBIE to understand the practical application of
this calculation method.

HOW CAN MY BUSINESS APPLY?
The purpose of the RDTI transition support payment is to maintain your level of support while you
become familiar with the new R&D-eligibility criteria under the RDTI, and the process for applying.
Before you are able to receive the payment, you must enrol and complete an RDTI application so
that the RDTI team can calculate your payment entitlement. Even if you believe none of your R&D
expenditure will fit the RDTI eligibility criteria, you still need to complete an RDTI application.

WHEN WILL THE RDTI TRANSITON SUPPORT PAYMENT BE PAID?
The payment will be paid after your business’s income tax return and supplementary return have
been processed by IR and the amount eligible determined.
The RDTI team will be in touch with more information about the RDTI transition support payment,
including how and when to apply, in the next two months.

Ongoing improvements to the RDTI
Like any product, there will be ongoing improvements to the RDTI as the RDTI team continues to
work through its implementation with customers.
Some R&D-performing businesses with cash flow constraints particularly valued the quarterly
payments that were available under Growth Grants. The RDTI team is investigating how businesses
may be able to access their RDTI refunds in-year, to assist in cash flow.

COVID-19 filing date extensions for the RDTI
If your business intends to claim the RDTI for R&D activities undertaken in the 2019/20 income
year, an extension of time is also available for filing your supplementary return. This extension is
available if your R&D activities or preparation of your RDTI application were materially delayed
or disrupted due to the COVID-19 outbreak and its effects. The 60-day extension will allow your
business more time to understand the updated RDTI guidance and to prepare your submission.
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Should your business opt to become an RDTI Significant Performer, a COVID-19 extension will
also apply for ‘criteria and methodology’ approval for the 2020/21 income year. Different extension
times are available depending on your balance date.
Further information can be found on the “How to Claim” section of the RDTI Hub, and Inland
Revenue’s website.

Next steps
Callaghan Innovation has emailed former Growth Grant recipients about the above information.
The team will make contact again within the next two months with further details about how the
RDTI transition support payment will work and how you can apply.
In the meantime, we encourage businesses to subscribe to RDTI Hub updates at www.rdti.govt.nz
to stay informed. If you have any questions, please contact your Callaghan Innovation relationship
manager or email rdtihelp@callaghaninnovation.govt.nz

